A new approach for detecting faces in a digital image with unconstrained background has been developed. The approach is composed of three phases: segmentation phase, filtering phase and localization phase. In the segmentation phase, we utilized both training and non-training methods, which are implemented in user selectable color space. In the filtering phase, Minkowski addition-based objects removal has been used for image cleaning. In the last phase, an image processing method and a data mining method are employed for grouping and localizing objects, combined with geometric-based image analysis. Several experiments have been conducted using our special face database that consists of simple objects and complex objects. The experiment results demonstrated that the detection accuracy is around 90% and the detection speed is less than 1 second in average.
Introduction
Information technology development and progress have attracted researchers to bring conceptual ideas of image processing and computer vision into reality. This condition also becomes a driving-force factor for face detection research. In this research, numerous methods have been proposed from various points of view [1] . However, most of them were evaluated using simple uniform scene particularly for detecting single face in image. Only a handful of research, if any, addresses the problem of detecting multiple faces in complex image with unconstraint and various backgrounds. This motivates our research.
Problem Description of Detecting Faces in Digital Image
A face detection system has to be able to extract the information contained in an image and store it in the form of graphical and descriptive data. Graphical data corresponds to face objects. Descriptive data describes the size, location and orientation of each object (i.e., face) in the image. Conceptually, face detection is a two-class pattern classification problem whose output is the information about the existence of faces in the image.
Face detection is an important problem with respect to the more general context in face recognition. It can be considered as the pre-processing step in a problem that utilizes faces as the objects of interest. The main challenge that has motivated our research is in the face variability (extra-personal as well as intrapersonal variability). Extra-personal variability appears on the face objects with different races, gender and other genetics variations. Intra-personal variability related to face characteristics in image such as pose, structural component, facial expressions, object occlusion, image inline orientation and acquisition condition [1] , [2] .
A face detection system consists of methods for identifying and determining the position of human faces in a digital image, which has to be independent from position, size, orientation, image illumination and other constraints. This condition is called invariant factor of face. This mechanism is relatively easy to perform by God's grace of human biological vision. As an illustration, Figure 1 shows an image with many face objects and various sizes. Face objects can be easily identified by human, but difficult to be identified by a machine. Numerous approaches have been proposed for face detection [1] , [3] , [4] , [5] . However, most of them are focused on a single face detection with uniform and simple background. Yang, Kriegman dan Ahuja [1] have classified the face detection methods based on four categories: (1) Knowledge-based methods (KBM), (2) Feature-based methods (FBM), (3) Template-based methods (TBM) and (4) Appearance-based methods (APM). KBM methods encode human knowledge of what constitutes a typical face, which is the relationship between facial features. FBM methods aim to find structural features of a face that exist even when the pose, viewpoint, or lighting conditions vary. TBM methods utilize several standard patterns stored to describe the face as a whole or the facial features separately. APM methods focus on the models (or templates) learned from a set of training. These models capture the representative variability of facial appearance.
Two knowledge-based methods have been proposed. Yang [2] utilized multiresolution focus-of-attention approach. It consists of three levels. Level 1 (lowest resolution) applies the rule "the center part of the face has 4 cells with a basically uniform intensity" to search for candidates. Level 2 uses local histogram equalization followed by edge detection. Level 3 searches for eye and mouth features for validation. Kotropoulus and Pitas [6] used horizontal/vertical projection to search for candidates and using eyebrow/eyes, nostrils/nose for validation. Their methods have a drawback in that it is difficult to detect multiple people in complex background. KBM is easy to come up with simple rules to describe the features of a face and their relationships. It is based on the coded rules; facial features in an input image are extracted first, and face candidates are identified. KBM works well for face localization in uncluttered background. However, translating human knowledge into rules precisely is not an easy task; detailed rules fail to detect faces and general rules may find many false positives. In addition, it is difficult to extend this approach to detect faces in different poses and implausible to enumerate all the possible cases.
Feature-based methods are considered as a bottom-up approach. They detect facial features (eyes, nose, mouth, etc) first. Facial features such as edge, intensity, shape, texture, color are exposed. FBM aims to detect invariant features. The methods group features into candidates and verify them. The drawback of FBM is that it is difficult to locate facial features due to several corruptions (illumination, noise and occlusion). Features in complex background are also not easy to detect.
Face detection has been developed for many years but several problems are still unresolved, especially in the context of multiple face detection for face recognition [7] . It inspired many researchers to explore and to find the solution for the problem.
Our proposed approach for detecting faces in image consists of three phases, which is a combination of KBM and FBM. The three phases are (1) skin segmentation based on a selected method and skin color space, (2) morphological-based image filtering for discarding non-face pixels, and (3) object analysis (for discarding non-face objects) and extraction (retrieve graphical and descriptive object information). The first two phases are performed on the whole image. The third phase is a smoothing step where attention is focused on each object. The basic framework of our approach is presented in Figure 2 . 
Skin Segmentation
Skin segmentation separates pixels representing skin from background pixels. Table 1 shows the rule used for segmenting skin. If the pixel intensity conforms to the rule, then the pixel is considered as a skin pixel.
The detection of skin pixel can be performed using an explicit skin definition or using skin criteria derived from training data. All processes are performed in the specified user-selectable color spaces. These color spaces are RGB, normalized RGB, HSV and YCbCr. The implementation of color spaces are performed in two ways: cascade (serial) or ensemble (merge). The skin pixel detection is performed as follows:
where is decision that a pixel intensity in the specified location is in the criteria using skin segmentation method
Ω in the color space C with threshold value . Two methods can be employed for skin segmentation:
(1) Piecewise Linear Decision Boundary (PLDB) and (2) Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM).
Θ PLDB is a classification method that classifies two classes by using multiple decision rules (called decision boundary) so that the area is linearly separable in piece-wise fashion. This method is extended by utilizing color spaces. PLDB works in RGB color space. Because RGB representation does not separate luminance and chrominance components, it is extended by using chromaticity color spaces such as normalized RGB, HSV and YCbCr. The detail description of color spaces and their usage in detecting face were reported in [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] .
GMM is a parametric-based skin segmentation method. It assumes that skin distribution is concentrated in a specific area of image and has Gaussian characteristics. The model's parameter in this method is generated from training data, which are samples of skin images. The detail description of this method can be found in [12] , [13] , [14] . 
Minkowski Filtering Technique
Skin segmentation isolates face, non-face (e.g., hand, foot, etc.) and many other skin-like objects (i.e., those with similar skin color). There could be many orphan pixels that have no connectivity with other pixels and are concentrated in small region. Similarly, large pixel regions that do not conform to facial characteristics may also be found. In the image processing realm, this kind of regions can be considered as noise because it will give false positive detection result. To alleviate this problem, a mathematical-based morphological technique is utilized. The method employs a union-intersection set concept, also known as the Minkowski's addition and subtraction. 
Dilation by A B can be defined as a set of all points x such that the intersection between x B and is not empty. A Dilation:
Result of Skin Segmentation Result of Filtering Operation Basic morphological operators can be combined to obtain new operators. For example, the combination of erosion followed by dilation generates an opening operator. Meanwhile, dilation operation followed by erosion operation produces a closing operator. The use of morphological mathematics for image enhancement was described in [15] . Figure 3 provides an example of morphological operation applied after skin segmentation process. As shown in the figure, the filtering operation removes orphan and non-face pixels.
Geometrical Object Shape Analysis
The analysis of geometrical object shape is performed on a specified object in the image. Each object is geometrically validated. Face is an ellipse-shape object in various size and position. An object that does not conform to geometrical criteria of face will be removed. Table 2 depicts non-face objects elimination process. In this example, non-ellipse objects such as finger, hand, foot and part of body will be deleted. Table 2 Sample of face and non-face geometrics criteria.
Non-face objects Face or facial objects
Note: Black color in background is not part of face/non-face element [16] , [14] . An object in digital image has at least three properties: size, position and orientation. Moment technique can extract these properties using several order moments. The zeroth order moment is used for obtaining the object size. The first order moment is used for extracting centroid and border information. The second-order moment can be used for orientation detection.
In our research, zeroth-order moment is applied after converting color image into binary image. Binary image is used in all moment processing because it is efficient and gives the best performance result. Table 4 describes the moment formula. Table 4 Moment calculation for digital image. 00 10 Vertical projection is part of integral projection. Integral projection can be used to represent the visual appearance of a certain kind of object under a relatively wide range of conditions, i.e., to model object classes. In this way, object analysis can be performed by fitting a test sample to the projection model. Projections of a binary image indicate the number of 1 pixels in each column, row, or diagonal in that image. We refer to them as horizontal, vertical, or diagonal projections, respectively. Although projections occupy much less memory that the image they were derived from, they still contain essential information about it. Figure 4 illustrates the vertical projection, which is focused on the skin color. Vertical projection can be formulated as follows. Let be a pixel intensity and
Zeroth-order moment
be a region in this image, i.e., a set of contiguous pixels in the domain of . The vertical integral projections of
, is discrete and finite 1-D signals given by
where and Figure 5 shows the result of object-shape geometrical analysis step of our algorithm.
Result from second phase Result from third phase Figure 5 Illustration of object shape and geometry analysis.
Information Extraction and Localization
As we see in Figure 5 , objects in the image are cleaned and only face objects are available in the image. The next step is to extract information about the objects, including the number, size, location, bounding box and orientation of the face objects. Based on this information, face objects can be localized, marked and cropped automatically in controllable situation. The individual face-object can then be used for other applications such as local enhancement of face objects, face motion detection, face feature detection, face recognition, face mapping, creating face print, avatar process, image filtering on the internet, to name a few. Figure 6 shows the results of our proposed algorithm for detecting multi-faces objectsin non-uniform, complex, real time scene. 
Experiment and Performance Evaluation
Several experiments have been conducted to evaluate the performance of our approach. The data set used in the experiments contains images with single face object and multiple face objects. The data set does not contain image with nonstandard face skin color or image whose background is similar to skin color. Most images were obtained from FERET database [17] and the Internet. Some of them were manually captured using Minolta S304 digital camera and Logitech Pro 4000 professional webcam. Table 5 describes the data set. All images in the data set posses the following characteristics: (i) complex, nonuniform background, (ii) face-object with various position, size and orientation, and (iii) object occlusion situation. The performance of algorithm is measured in terms of detection accuracy and detection speed. Accuracy can be defined as a statistical measure of how well a binary classification test correctly identifies or excludes a condition, as defined in the following:
numbers of numbers of
TP TN TP FP FN TN
where TP is True Positive, TN is True Negative, FN is False Negative, and FP is False Positive. The detection speed can be defined as the time required for a system to produce the detection results since it receives the input image. The experiment was run in a PC with Pentium IV 1.8 processor and 512MB memory. Table 6 summarizes the experiment results. Based on these results, our algorithm can successfully detect all faces in single-face images. The detection speed varies depending on the image size. The detection accuracy in multi-face images is 91% in average. The detection speed in multi-face image is less than one second. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have described our proposed algorithm for detecting faces in digital image. Unlike other similar algorithms, our algorithm is able to detect multiple faces in complex, non-uniform background at a reasonably fast detection speed. However, our algorithm will fail to detect a face if the image background is similar to skin color. It is also unable to detect a face painted with colors other than natural skin colors. These issues leave a lot of room for improvement.
Despite our preliminary success, the effectiveness of our algorithm remains an open research question. Further experiments that compare our method with other similar algorithms need to be conducted in order to address the issue.
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